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Presidents Report
Grant
So daylight savings kicked in this past week
and although the daylight hours may be
providing longer evening hours, unfortunately
the weather hasn’t really played the game as
yet. This has left me wondering what kind of
summer we will be in for this year and if we
will get a good share of suitable flying
conditions? Whatever happens, be sure to
make the most of the good days when they are here. I’ve managed to
spend a little bit of time in the workshop in the past month, but nothing
like I had planned, so my projects haven’t advanced as much as I would
have liked. If you’ve had a good run at the building board, why not bring
some bits along to the club night for show and tell.
What’s on your building
board ??
September’s nights Club
night saw Wayne Cartwright
give
an
interesting
presentation around the use
of scale drawings, photo’s
and plans. Matching plans to
photo’s of full size aircraft,
it
was
evident
that
sometimes the plans weren’t
always as good as you
would
hope.
Likewise
matching plans and photo’s
to popular kitsets and ARF’s easily showed how Kit manufacturers
tweak their designs to suit the models construction requirements. All in
all, a very interesting presentation, so thank you Wayne for taking the
time to put this together for us.
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Octobers Club night is nothing less than our annual Buy, Sell and Swap
night. Yes it’s time to sort through all those old models that you can’t be
bothered flying anymore and selling them or swapping for some other
goodies on offer. As usual, the club will not be offering any cash money
services, so you will need to ensure you organise yourself with cash, a
cheque book or iou’s.

….The Hamilton Model Aero Club Headquarters
Thanks to our club captain Sel Melville for organising our September
Club activity day at the field. A good turnout of club members having a
go at the Dead Stick competition was heartening to see and everyone
seemed to be enjoying themselves when stepping up for the challenge.
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Events like this help in stretching our skills and demonstrate where we
can concentrate our efforts. They also show just how skilled many of our
pilots have become and they may not realise this themselves until put to
the test. Well done guy’s for giving it a go and supporting the event.
A big thanks to our Caterer Colleen Tynan for organising an impromptu
BBQ at the field a couple of weekends ago, this was well appreciated by
hungry modellers who didn’t realise they were hungry until the smell of
cooking sausages wafted across the pits and flight line. A very welcome
diversion to flying (shame you missed it Frazer Briggs...the BBQ was
put on for you ;-)
Octobers Club activity day is a Vintage, Glider & Electric day. We will
also have a tow plane there for anyone keen to try an aero-tow. We will
run a couple of easy events for everyone to have a go at on the day as
well. If the weather plays the game this should be a nice relaxing day,
however as always the field will be open for general club flying as well,
so make a day of it and come out for a social day of flying (maybe even
another BBQ!!)
Thanks to Gordon and Sel for recently updating the club electric fence
wiring around the field. It’s important that these are kept in good shape
as they are the only defence keeping the cows off the field and as past
experience showed us, cows can make a real mess in a very short time.
Please do your part by ensuring the fence is put up correctly, there are no
shorts in the fence circuit and all the standards are correctly put up at the
end of each flying session. If you cause any damage that can’t be fixed
immediately please let a senior committee member know asap.
Also a thanks to Sel for sorting out a suitable container for housing the
Toilet rolls in the toilet....it’s the small things that make a big difference!
Well that’s the end of my input for the month. As always take care
around the field and fly with safety in mind at all times.
Grant
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You never appreciate what you have till it’s gone.
Toilet paper is quite a good example
__________________________________________________________

Club Captains Report
Sel

What a great turnout for our Dead Stick
landing fun fly day.
The following ten pilots took part:- Brad,
Gordon, Rowdy, Alan, Wayne, Lyall,
Dorian, Stephen, Jose and Grant. A large
audience also attended to see the action. A good breeze straight up the
strip caught most pilots landing short with Grant the only one to land on
the spot (surprise surprise) but sadly had to be eliminated for not
attending pilots’ briefing. This left Gordon and Jose tying for first place
landing 2 metres from the spot. Dorian showed some of the old hands
how to do it by coming in next. Alan won entertainer of the day by
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finishing his first flight with his Aces Stick doing a full throttle
cartwheel down the strip (thought it was supposed to be dead stick Alan).
After a quick minor repair he was ready to go again, this time managing
to park his model strategically pointing nose down, undamaged, against
a post one paddock away.
Thanks to everyone who took part

.
Take 1 - Is that Alan’s upside
down Aces Stick I see behind
me ?
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Take 2 – A perfect landing against the post
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Welcome to this month’s new member George Cowie, also to returning
member Marcel La Grand.
Look forward to having you both joining us in future Club activities.
__________________________________________________________

JERRY BATES USA Bearcat plans and
short wood kit.
1/5 scale.
Came from the NZ distributor Avetek.
Cost NZ $620 +. I’m wanting $375 to a club
member.
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If interested
Please Contact:
Jeremy Madley
021 289 4889.
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Aircraft I Dream About—Le Pou du Ciel
Bruce Pickering
“Anyone who can build a wooden box and drive a car could build and
fly this aeroplane;” so boasted the designer and builder of one of the
strangest aeroplanes of the 1930’s. Henri Mignet, a French electrical
engineer, loved aeroplanes. “Oh, how beautiful is aviation!” he wrote,
“To fly! To live as airmen live! Like them ride the skyways from
horizon to horizon, across rivers and forests!” Well, he could certainly
wax lyrical, and it was this same whimsical mind that came up with Le
Pou du Ciel, in English “The Flying Flea!” That was how he named it,
for he described it as “a small insect which has made people scratch their
heads.” It certainly did that, both back then and today.
During most of the 1920’s, Mignet developed various prototypes from
the HM.1 to the HM.8, the latter being the first that flew successfully.
But he did not like the challenge of coordinating the stick and rudder on
a conventional aircraft. He yearned for a simpler solution. Between 1929
and 1933, he continued building and testing prototypes, eventually
coming up with HM.14, the original Flying Flea. In 1934 he published
the plans and building instructions in his book Le Sport de l'Air. Back
then you could build one for US$350.
The following year his book was translated into English and was
serialised in Practical Mechanics, thus introducing the attraction of home
built aircraft to hundreds of people around the world. Built of wood and
fabric, the single seater’s wing span was 5.9m (19.5 ft), was 3.5 m (11.5
feet) long, and had a maximum all up weight of 204kg. Originally
powered by a 17 hp Aubier–Dunne 500 cc two stroke motorcycle engine
(giving a speed range of 40–100 kph), many aerodynamic and engine
developments followed, especially in England.
Mignet intentionally made the aircraft simple. Loosely described as a
tandem wing design the front wing, place ahead of the centre of gravity,
was higher than the rear one and was pivoted. This created a slot effect,
which tends to reduce the possibility of a stall—something that
apparently Mignet understood back then. Unlike conventional aircraft,
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the HM.14 has no ailerons or elevators, and no foot-operated flight
controls, just a single stick. Control was in two axes only, pitch being
controlled by tilting the top wing. Side-to-side movement of the stick
controlled the large rudder, which produced a rolling motion through a
yaw–roll coupling due to the swept curving dihedral of both wings. The
short box–like fuselage dictated the need for a large rudder to provide
adequate leverage. Control in only two axes required take offs and
landings to be made directly into wind; it could not handle crosswind
due to having no direct roll control. That it flew can be seen on this
YouTube site: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiCuHpMEOCc

It was not long before some Le Pous crashed when pilots could not
recover from a dive under certain conditions. When the front wing was
put in a high angle of attack for climbing, the high speed flow of air
deflected by the front wing over the rear wing upper surface significantly
increased the rear wing's lift, raising the tail and putting the nose down.
Instinctively, the pilot would pull back on the stick to raise the nose
which only worsened the situation. Counter intuitively, the way out of
this vicious cycle was by reducing the front wing incidence—pushing
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the stick forward—to lower the nose by reducing lift on the rear wing.
Mignet had not encountered this problem during his testing of the
prototype because he could not afford a large horsepower engine. When
builders started putting larger engines on them and expanding the flight
envelope, the wing interference problem surfaced
To make matters worse some homebuilders attempted to simplify
construction by modifying components such as the wing tip dihedral
curve, resulting in extremely dangerous aeroplanes. A succession of fatal
accidents forced the air authorities to ban the HM.14. Wind tunnel tests
resulted in changes to the airfoil section and wing spacing that prevented
aerodynamic interference and later Mignet Flea designs incorporated
these changes. By 1939, there were many improved Flying Fleas in the
air, but the aircraft never completely overcame its dangerous reputation.
The wave of bad publicity dogged Mignet for the rest of his life and
continues to be associated with the design today despite the fact that the
basic Mignet configuration has proven to be safe in hundreds of
successful homebuilt aircraft and factory built microlights.
Indeed, the HM.14 led to more than 300 different models of Le Pou.
Modern enthusiasts have continued to build their own aircraft—varying
the original HM.14 design and its derivatives over the years—which are
successfully flown in various countries. Modern HM.14 builders
generally adapt the airfoil and rigging or even the entire wings from later
Mignet models, such as the HM.360, to the fuselage of the HM.14 to
create a safe and reliable aircraft with the retro look of the original; one
of these—ZK-FLE is flying in New Zealand, as can be seen on this
YouTube site: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHjhrsTlcag
Le Pou was not particularly efficient, but Mignet didn’t care about
efficiency, “Speed! Always speed!” he declared, “Do we ordinary men
really want to go great distances in the twinkling of an eye? Will our
materials always stand up to such folly?” Well, he was wrong there, but
even today there many pilots who, like Mignet, enjoy pottering along at
500 feet simply enjoying the experience and the view in their
microlights.
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Henri Mignet died in 1965. His son Pierre continued his designs,
including a version that the French army bought in the 1990s as a lowtech scout plane; it was also used as a forest-fire spotter. Other
homebuilders and innovators made improvements as well, and a variety
of modernized Pous are still being built and flown in Europe and the
United States. One original HM14 build in New Zealand (perhaps the
only one?) was in Waipukurau. Powered by a Douglas Dryad engine, an
attempt to fly it at the New Plymouth air pageant failed as it was
underpowered. Registered ZM-AAA, it resides now at MOTAT
alongside its bigger cousins.
A few radio controlled model Le Pous have been made. The November
1983 issue of Model Builder magazine carried an article, along with
drawings; so did RC Modeler November 1981. I actually made one years
ago, for electric power but never got round to flying it. Recently, due to
an impending move, I sold it to someone who promised he would let me
know how it went; I haven’t heard from him yet. But maybe you should
build one; take it flying on a calm, quiet evening—just you and Le Pou.
__________________________________________________________

I have a few Xoar 12x6 PJA 2 blade
methanol props for sale.
Also a few Xoar 12x7 PJA 2 bladed
for methanol. A steal at $12 each.
They are all brand new, still in
packets.
I also have 2 brand new Turnigy
Plush 40amp esc's I have no use for
if anyone is interested. $20 each
Loren Nell
Email: thenells@xtra.co.nz
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Te Kowhai Airfield Tyres and Flyers
open day
By Grant

What a great morning at Te Kowhai airfield on Saturday 28th for the Hot
Rod and Classic car display combined with a number of aircraft on
Static display. A number of car clubs joined together with the Te
Kowhai Aviation community to put on a great display of planes and cars.
A gold coin donation to get in meant it was a very cheap morning unless
you got stuck into the hot food stalls on site. All in all a great display
and if I had some spare cash, there were a number of great looking cars
up for sale!!
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__________________________________________________________
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Alan’s Latest Project
A couple of weeks ago on the Saturday I
test flew the DH Chipmunk from the
Seagull range of kits.
This model has a wingspan of 80in and
powered by a DLE 20cc motor.
I had a problem getting the engine
running as I could not get the motor to
peak, so I put the tuning screws back to
the start and with some fiddling with
them got some good power.
Put the cowl back on as the wind direction was up and down the strip
and decided to do a test fly.
This aircraft fly's as on rails. Only 1 click of up trim was required and
I flew around for approx 10mins and lined up for a landing. The landing
was perfect.
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I took the plane out on the Sunday to give it another flight and when
Grant turned up at the field I asked him to have a flight and put it
through all aerobatic procedures.
Grant advised that the Chipmunk flew extremely well and on rails.
Also on the Sunday and after the previous week when the SE5a was test
flown, the exhaust I had on made such a noise that it had to be replaced.
I did some alterations in the cowl and replaced the muffler with the
original Zenoah muffler. Grant again test flew the plane and it went very
well being much quieter. We eventually ended up using a 17x8 prop.
I have taken out a small block of lead in the nose as we thought that it
was a bit nose heavy.
The next flight will tell whether it was enough reduction in weight.
Cheers Alan
__________________________________________________________
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September at the field:

Dennis and his Creations
20

Gordon Launching Brads Radian

Gordons’ Cessna Skymaster on Finals
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Ben and his Electric P47 Thunderbolt
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Jack about to enjoy the nice mornings flying
conditions
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Rowdy Posing for the camera 

Parting Shot:
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Coming Events 2019
A lot happening over the next couple of months.
Get in quick and earn those brownie points now
October 2019
 HMAC Club Night Meeting – Buy, Sell and Swap Night
October 9, 2019 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 HMAC Club Day – Vintage, Glider and Electric
October 13, 2019 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton
 RC Scale Warm Up Day – (Scale Practice Day)
October 19, 2019 - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa
(Matamata)
 RC Pylon Racing Series
October 20, 2019 - @ Airsail MAC Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
 Vintage NNI Competiton and Rally
October 19 and 20, 2019, 9:30 am - @ Blackfeet MAC Airfield, Torehape
Road E, Ngatea

November 2019
 RC Aerobatics Competition – Awatoto (Hawkes Bay Club Day)
November 2, 2019 9:00 am - @ Hawkes Bay Radio Flyers Field, Awatoto,
Napier
 Highbrook Aero Modellers Scale and Warbirds Rally
November 3, 2019 - @ Highbrook Model Airpark, Pukekiwiriki Place
Highbrook Auckland.
 HMAC Float Plane Day at Lake Kainui (Lake D)
November 3, 2019 9:00 am - @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road, Horsham
Downs.)
 LMANZ Large Model Rally - New Plymouth
November 9, 2019 - November 10, 2019 @ New Plymouth Model Aero
Club
 RC Aerobatics Introduction Day - Tauranga
 November 9, 2019 - @ TECT All Terrain Park Model Flying Centre, Pyes Pa
Road. (29km from Tauranga, 27km from Rotorua )
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 HMAC Club Night Meeting – Paper plane building and flying competition
November 13, 2019 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms,
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 Highbrook Aero Modellers RC Aerobatics Introduction Day
November 16, 2019 - @ Highbrook Model Airpark, Pukekiwiriki Place
Highbrook Auckland.
 RC Pylon Racing Series
November 17, 2019 - @ Airsail MAC Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
 Matamata – Piako Scale and Warbird Rally and BBQ
November 17, 2019 - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa
(Matamata)
 Combined Aerobatics Competition
November 23, 2019 - November 24, 2019 @ Central Nth Island venue to be
confirmed

Dec 2019





RC Scale Competition - Waharoa Airfield
December 7, 2019 - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa (Matamata)
RC Aerobatics Competition
December 7, 2019 - @ Airsail MAC Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
RC Aerobatics Competition - Norsewood
December 7, 2019 9:00 am - @ Galloway Farm, Norsewood (Southern Hawkes
Bay)
HMAC Xmas BBQ & Funfly
December 8, 2019 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton

Flight Lines Noveber 2019
Noveber Newsletter deadline – Tuesday 5 November 2019

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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